Abstract-During several years, the number of the malicious code and the methods for hiding them highly increases. The disseminating the malicious code commonly abuses general files in a way of hiding to avoid its existence from being detected. Among general files, the document files (DOC, PPT, XLS, PDF, etc.) can be easily used for malicious purposes. Therefore, we analyze the PowerPoint 2003 file based on PowerPoint 2003 file format document because it is commonly used by host users. In this paper, we briefly describe the PowerPoint 2003 file format and propose the methods that can be used to store the malicious code. In experiments, we verify whether the proposed methods work well or not.
According to our results, the space can have data with variable length and PowerPoint 2003 application does not recognize its existence. Since PowerPoint 2003 file can be used for malicious purpose, we recommend that the space must be checked in anti-virus detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. PowerPoint 2003 file format is discussed in Section II. The methods to store the malicious code in PowerPoint 2003 file are presented in Section III. Then the methods are experimented in Section IV.
II. POWERPOINT 2003 STRUCTURE
In this section, we show PowerPoint 2003 file format which is described in the PowerPoint 2003 file format document [7] .
A. Properties
PowerPoint 2003 file is following the OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) compound file format [8] , [9] . In the OLE compound file format, the document file is composed of "stream" and "storage" which are binary data in a hierarchical structure. Like file and directory of the file system, stream and storage take the similar role respectively. Storage can contain either stream or storage in a hierarchical structure. Stream and storage contain a document file data and the names of them are different depending on each document file format. The stream and storage that compose a PowerPoint 2003 file is as follows in the Table I . Among them, the PowerPoint Document stream contains most of the document file data and it consists of a lot of "record". And records are classified into two types, "atom" and "container" which is similar to stream and storage. Like storage, container can contain either atom or container. In other words, the PowerPoint Document stream is composed of a collection of records in a hierarchical structure and each record refers a piece of the document file. 
B. Record Structure
PowerPoint 2003 file format document describes many records that contain various meaning of a document file data. Fig. 1 shows the record structure [7] . Record structure is divided into record header and data. In front of a data part, a record header is placed. The values in a record header are used to identify and interpret a record data that follows. Thus, each record has a record header which interprets what a record contains in a record data.
C. UserEdit Structure
The PowerPoint Document stream is composed of one or multiple UserEdits which is conceptual unit and represents changes made by user. The PowerPoint Document stream has multiple UserEdits if the function "Allow fast saves" is enabled in PowerPoint 2003 application [10] . In this case, UserEdit is created newly or modified from the previous UserEdit and it is appended to the PowerPoint Document stream whenever the document file is written. Furthermore, UserEdit is composed of a set of particular records that are called "persist object" containing primary information of the document file. The persist object is a top-level object that can be independently persisted and includes a unit of a document file data such as slide, main master slide, notes, handout, etc.
For example, SlideContainer record represents the slide data and NotesContainer represents the notes data. Fig. 2 shows the interpretation flow of the PowerPoint Document stream for UserEdit unit.As described in Table I , the data of Current User stream represents where the most recent UserEdit is. And each UserEdit stores the offset for previous UserEdit except for the top of UserEdit whose start offset is 0 when UserEdit exists more than one. So, the interpretation of the PowerPoint Document stream starts from Current User stream. After finding the offset of the most recent UserEdit, each UserEdit is found by the UserEdit chain sequentially. The Interpretation flow of the PowerPoint Document stream that includes multiple UserEdits for record unit is performed as Fig. 3 [7] , [10] . Each UserEdit has one UserEditAtom and one PersistDirectoryAtom. UserEditAtom contains the metadata about UserEdit such as the offset for previous UserEdit, the offset for PersistDirectoryAtom and the file version, etc. PersistDirectoryAtom contains a persist object ID and offset pairs. A persist object ID is assigned to a persist object to distinguish itself from other persist objects. Therefore, each persist object in UserEdit can be found via PersistDirectoryAtom. 1) The start point that is the offset of the most recent UserEditAtom is gained from CurrentUserEditAtom of CurrentUser stream. Then read the most recent UserEditAtom. 2) If the offsetLastEdit field of the identified UserEditAtom is not 0, then read the previous UserEditAtom sequentially using the offsetLastEdit field until the offsetLastEdit field of the identified UserEditAtom is 0. 3) When the UserEditAtom whose offsetLastEdit is 0 is found, the corresponding PersistDirectoryAtom is read through the offsetPersistDirectory field of the identified UserEditAtom. The persist object ID and offset pairs are stored to the memory that we call recent records. Then, the pairs from each PersistDirectoryAtom that were identified in previous steps are read in reverse order and continually added to the recent records. 4) During adding a new pair to the recent records, if the persist object ID already exists in the recent records, the persist object offset from the new pair replaces the existing persist object offset for that persist object ID. When the all PersistDirectoryAtom are checked, the pairs in the recent records represent current data of the document file. Finally, using the pairs in the recent records, recent persist objects are interpreted
III. METHODS TO STORE MALICIOUS CODES
We developed the methods to make the spaces to store malicious codes in PowerPoint 2003 file. The methods that we have found are using previous UserEdit and the UnknownBinaryTag record.
A. The Method of Using Previous UserEdit
As we mentioned above, the PowerPoint Document stream may have multiple UserEdits and it seems not to have any other problem. However, there are some persist objects (records) that have not examined what it contains in interpretation process. We should notice that it can be possible for the previous UserEdit to be used to add some data unrelated with the document file. In interpretation process of the PowerPoint Document stream that has multiple UserEdits, when the duplicate persist object ID is discovered, it just deletes the old offset and adds the new one. This action deserves more than a passing notice because it just identify the data at the new offset without examining what it contains at the old offset. In other words, malicious codes can be inserted in the persist object at the old offset (the duplicate offset) and PowerPoint 2003 application does not examine the data. So, attacker can insert malicious codes into previous UserEdits as following steps:
1) Enable the function "Allow fast saves" in PowerPoint 2003 application and then make new file [10] . 2) Modify the file more than once. 3) Find the persist objects in previous UserEdits among multiple UserEdits and replace the data of the persist objects with malicious codes.
B. The Method of Using UnknownBinaryTag Record
There is a name/value pair structure called programmable tags or ProgTags that contains document file data. The programmable tags are included in several container records as Table II [7] . DocProgTagsContainer contains the setting values for document level such as prohibited words, fonts, default text, etc. SlideProgTagsContainer contains the setting values for slide level such as slide creation time, linked slide, comments, etc. ShapeProgTagsContainer contains the setting values for shape level such as character-level formatting, paragraph-level formatting, etc. Since the supported functions are different in each PowerPoint application version, the programmable tags have been made to apply the setting values depending on the PowerPoint application version. According to the name of programmable tags, the setting values could be either applied or ignored on each PowerPoint application version. Therefore, PowerPoint 2003 file format document presents the container records that contain programmable tags and the names of programmable tags that should be permitted on each PowerPoint application version as Table III [7] . As described in Table III , the container records may contain not only the names that have to be applied but also UnknownBinaryTag record. If the PowerPoint application encounters a name of a programmable tag that is not in the permit name list, it interprets the programmable tag as UnknownBinaryTag record. Otherwise, the programmable tag refers to KnownBinaryTag record. As the PowerPoint 2003 file format document describes, UnknownBinaryTag record MUST be ignored and MUST be preserved regardless of what it contains in the data of programmable tags. This means malicious codes can be inserted to UnknownBinaryTag. So, the method of using UnknownBinaryTag record can be achieved as following steps: 1) Add new programmable tag or modify the existed programmable tags with the name that is not in the permit list. Then modify the length field of the record header for name part to appropriate value leaving the other fields unchanged. 2) Replace the data of the value part with malicious codes.
Then modify the length field of the record header for value part to appropriate value leaving the other fields unchanged. 3) Modify the offset value for other records where PeristDirectoryAtoms follow UnknownBinaryTag. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The methods have been experimented using POI (Poor Obfuscation Implementation) and OffVis (Office Visualization Tool) [11] , [12] . POI is the JAVA libraries that help in analyzing the MS-OFFICE document file formats. OffVis provides functions that can modify and parse OLE document hierarchically.
Firstly, the method of using previous UserEdit has been experimented by modifying the SlideContainer in previous UserEdit whose persist object ID is duplicate. Fig. 4 shows both original data and modified data. As we described before, the duplicated persist object does not identified and examined in the interpretation process. So, even though we modified the whole data of the SlideContainer, the document file is opened well without any notice of modification on the PowerPoint 2003 application. Secondly, the experiment for the method of using UnknownBinaryTag record has been done by modifying the existing DocProgTagsContainer. We modified the programmable tags whose name is "___PPT10" excluding the record header data. In Fig. 5 , bottom one shows modified data with random binary values. As a result, we can say that the UnknownBinaryTag record is created. Even though we added the UnknownBinaryTag record with random binary values that have no relevance with the document file, the document file is opened without any problems on the PowerPoint 2003 application. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In conclusion, we presented two possible methods to insert malicious codes in PowerPoint 2003 file by analyzing the PowerPoint 2003 file format document. According to our result of experiments, although the binary data that have no relation with the document file are included, the document file works well with no problems. So, we recommend that the space that we discovered must be checked on anti-virus tool or the malicious code detection.
In future works, there are other MS-Office document file formats such as Word, Excel and these files are also very commonly used. Therefore, we will analyze other document file formats and find the method to make the space that can be used to add malicious codes. Moreover, we will make the methods to detect the space that we find.
